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Abstract

Felix G. Rivera

The dearth of literature on community organizing in Raza

communities continues to befuddle community organizers by increasing

the stereotypes and limiting the effectiveness of organizers in

being able to identify significant indicators that can.help in

developing meaningful intervention strategies. The continued

deprivation of Raza communities psychologically, socially,

economically and politically underline the need for an analytical

handle on the situation that will give change acgants some basic

unders+anding of the problems.'

This paper introduces a three-level paradigm for community
a.

assessment: (1) Raza communities are conce ptualized as belonging

to three phaSes -- culturally homogenious, culturally in transition,

and culturally heterogenious -- where each phase is determined by

the proximity of the cities' barrios to the home country (Mexico,

Puerto Rico, Central America), but also those pockets that have

developed in some of the larger cities where Raza people can come in

and be in a totally Latino environment; further analysis develops

Tonnes and Nisbet's concf.!.pt of gemeinschaft and gesellschaft or the

movement frml an autonomous community to a comolunity that is dependent

on outside services and the implications this has for meaningful

intervention; (2) a causal model of community development is intro-

duced that assumes a common diseqfranchisement of the Raza and I

further conceptualize a cause and effect relationship, with basic

path that may take either a functional or dysfunctional
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path based on the barrios'experiences with the dominant system

and the efficacy of developing grass-roots leadership along those

lines; (3) this section combines the three-cultural phases

with the functional developmental community stages and analyses

the possible areas of leadership action within a matrix.

The paper adresses issues of cultural pluralism, concepts

about communities and such concepts as Martin Rein's community

"soeiotherapy," anomie, political alienation; empowermeAt and Raza

impact on social problems.
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Introduction

Community organizers, political pundits and social scientists

have too often berated the Razt1community in this country for its

lack of leadership and ineffectuality in dealing with social

problems. Rather than looking at the myriad of social, psycholo-

gical and structural factors that have held /laza people back,

they have too easily embraced such shibboleths as the Lewis

"culture of poverty" syndrome to explain their Perceptions of the

lack of advancement of La Raza. Little introspection is needed to

give meaning to the reasons why Raza people continue to be amongsts

the lowest on the socio economic-ladder.

The patterns that have emerged throughout the years are more

than obvious: this country is not a melting pot, and, to survive --

not to mention succeed -- the dominant culture mandates that La

Raza learn, to speak, write and act American. In short, there is

an insidious but all too real relationship between being identified
..... ....

as "anglo", or, at least, being accepted by the majority culture

with the realization that the more one'5 cultural heritage is openly

or visibly identified, the fewer the economic, social and political

rewards one will obtain. This kránic tension is not without its

psychological toll in the barrios which in turn impact community

dynamics.2

This paper introduces the reader to the dynamics of cultural

socialization and its bearing on community organizing, leadership,
yo

and, finally, a causal model of community assessment is introduced

that has a direct influence on the Raza communityleadership within

a functional and dysfunctional path. Gulture plays an intimsttc
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role in the dynamics of community organizing and politics and

the causal model placed over.the cultural socialization model

helps us in analyzing the possibilities of action within various

communities.

Leadership and La Raza

This writer's definition of leadership uses Glenn D. Paige's

conceptualizations because its variables are not only broad in

their application, but also because, by'the addition of "culture"

as a variable one gets a model that is structurally as well as

psycho-socially efficaciowi. The indicators "affect," "effect,"

taskability;" "cognition," and "instrumentality," allows us to

foelts-in on what Paige calls behavior that is either singular or

aggregative according to purpose. His model takes into consider-

ation personality, role, organization; task, values and setting

which, as thenteract, lead to political behavior and that level

of activity may affect some community changes.3

The addition of culture as a variable is introduced in an

expanded way that is not restricted by personality and role defi-

nitions. This writer's definition of culture is taken from

Allison Davis.

. . The basic social habits, emotions and values of
any group of people. From the point of view of the
individual, culture may be objectively defined as all
that behavior which he has learned in conformity with
the standards of some group. This group may be his
family, his play associates, his colleagues in work,
his same-sex companions, his religious sect, hp poli-
tical party, or all of these groups together.

6
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By introducing a dynamic elemet into a definition of culture,

we get a flux that cannot but be influenced by imputs from a

myriad of sources. These dynamics not only help to shape the

cultural identification, but it also assumes that depending on

the proximity of the individual to the home country -- be it by

migrants or immigrants the role of the leader will be defined

uniquely for that particular barrio.

Raza Culture and Its Community Pl,lases

One of the sustaining factors of Raza culture in the United

S. tates is its proximity to cities in Mexico, Puerto Rico and

Central America. These groups have maintained a stateside culture

at levels commensurat with the home country. Cuba, within unique

-political circumstances has done likewise. Those areas of this

country that are not within geographical proximity to the home

country have also been influenced by the identification of certain

sections of some cities as being a haven for the people of that

Latin American country. New York's Spanish Harlem; the Cuban

section of Miami, the Puerto Rican and Chicano sections of Chicago

and Detroit, the Mission District of San Francisco, East Los

Angeles and the many towns bordering Mexico are examples of this

situation. The roles played by culture have unique significance

and implications for community social workers and organizers as

well as affecting the impact indigenous
leaders have on social



problems. Cesar Chevez in California., Reyes Lopez Tijerina in

New Mexico, Rudolfo "Corky" Gonzalez in Colorado and the gang

turned social activists--the Young Lords -- in New York and Chicago

have demonstrated the different styles of leadership that are

possible within a cultural and political contexts

To facilitate the development of an analytical framework use-

ful to organizers in assessing the level of cultural activity

within a community and its impact on leadership- development, the

writer introduces a three-phase stage of cultural diversity that

is evident in Raza communities and has consequencies in the ways

leadership is identified within a community and the potential

success rates for impacting probXem areas. The writr is aware that

there is no one definition for what makes up a Raza community.

Certain indicators; howeVer, may be identified that serve as sign

posts helping to identify factors which serve as a handle in under-

standing the dynamics of the barrio. Pantoja, Perry and Blourock

define community as:

...Acommunity igagroup of people who come together
in order that they create the processes, the institutions
and relationships that function to meet their needs as
they define them. The binding elements may include the
locality, the biological and social characteristics; or 4
the felt and experienced social needs and circumstances.'

The inherent dynamics of this definition serves as the first

stage of the model being conceptualized as a three-phase cultural

process. Additionally, the model nirrors what the writer thinks

is a necessary rerinttoduction of Tc5nnes_ late 19th century work

Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft. 6
The two-stages of community %%nnes

described and further defined by Nisbet are important to consider

because t/le writer believes it has direct implications and bearing

on the concept of community for Raza people. The situation is
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perceived as having significant bearing on the definition one

gives a community and the implications one deduces from the

community structure.

l'hase 1, CLO_Jauld_Koloimagity_L._laemeinschaft). As much as

any culture can be homogeneous, it occurs within this phase.

The Raza culture is rich and culturally vibrant. Like the traditional

gemeinschaft communities it is, to an extent; a horizontal

community, with its activities being maintained within the context

of community service networks -- social, economic, political and

religious -- to-name but a few. There is a reliance on the eten-

ded family and other intra-support systems. Although many people

work outside of it, its general welfare is internal with very

little dependence on outside systems.

The steady influx of newcomers keeps the-community cultural

heritage alive. There is very little "americanization." Some

tvic,

of the outward,of these communities are the predominant use of

language throughout the entire community other than English. Signs

are in Spanish, non-traditional religious centers like the Spirit-

ualists and Pentacostals thrive, social and fraternal groups that

once functioned in the homeland also function in the barrio. The

extended family is predominant with regular replenishment from the

hone country, and the multi-family residence is common. There is

.defference to los viejitos, (the elders), and personalismo (leader-

ship by personality and family name rather thadposition); is a

common method of decision-making. Cultural activities revolve

around patron saints' days, the day of the founding of their home

town, and the independence day of their country. The social com-

ing out" event for the fifteen-year old daughter or son is also

9



a significant event. The compradazgo system (godfather) is very

active with closely guarded entry systems.

The people talk about their ills in terms of curanderismo

(folk mddicine), and such illnesses as susto (fright), mal de

ejo (evil eye) and espanto (nightmare). Botd.nicas (stores selln

ing herbs and artifacts used in faith healing) abound,

The physical appearance of the community is also unique:

it abounds with bodegas (mon and pop stores that serve as an intre-

gal part of the social institution in the barrio by coordinating

the latest gossip, lending money, credit; selling cigarettes in-

dividually, or, as a place to kill time by playing dominoes).

The majority of the employed are men whose jobs are predom7'..-

inantly entry-level positions.

Phase II, Cultural Transition - (Gemeinschaft4Gesellschaft).

Phase II Raza barrios begin showing an attrition in the qualities

and characteristics identified in Phase I. This attrition is

due, in part, to the communities' people being in the United States

longer, as well as having an improved economic situation affording

the inhabitants mobility that results in th3 creation of a "trans-

ition" zone. There is bilingualism, many of the unique customs

have been abandoned -- partly out of expediency and partly due to

a lack of support systems, the people, who are mainly first and

second generation in the United States are more willing to accept

and participate in the social events and institutions that are more

anglc-oriented. This confidence in participation comes both from

the mobility but also the bilinjualism that permits the people

a differnt identification, one that is less wrought with xeno-

phobia. The black Raza people may begin identifying with the Afro-

10



Americans, or the lighter complexioned Raza can more easily meld

into the dominant system eschewing'their origins possibly be-

cause the stigma of being different is too great to bear. Thus

Thanksgiving comes into the picture and the Three Camels of Latin

American are put in a drawer in favor of the Santa Claus.

The physical manifestation of this phenomenon is that not

only are the store signs mixed Spanish and English, but one also

sees the community transition in the way the community people:..

begin their exodu and.accomodate-to new neighborhoods. There

are fewer fraternal, social and religious functions, and the men

have better than entry-level employment; with the women and their

daughters also working to help support the family.

The reliance on basic mutual support systems have eroded to

a large extent. Cultural identification and values are constantly
-

challenged mainly by the young people because they have seen the

results of leaving the barrio with its rewards. The barrio

tramsitional communities are moving away from the horizontal to-

wards the vertical; from gemeinschaft to gesellschaft.

Phase Iff Cultural Heterocrenei-.
schaft. Phase III is distinguish by very little feeling of

community. There are no distinguishing characteristics that help

to identify a community as culturally Raza. Maybe a fourth phase

of the model can b3 that of assimilation, but it is the position

of the writer that only in rare cases can Raza totally assimilate

into the dominant culture and become anonymous. The best examples

of these groups are the very fair Latin Americans who pronounce

their names in an anglo way, or those fair Latin Americans that

have German, Northern Italian or other Western European forefathers:7
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This community is representative of .Raza that have been living

in the United States for generations and have lost their language,

given IAD most of their cultural activities and have acculturated

to such a degree that they are difficult to distinguish from their

anglo neighbors. If they happen to be Afro-Latin as is the case

in Latin American countries. with a large black population, their-

blackness is predominant; and.their.actions, language and other,

life-Styles help in identifying them as Afro-Americans, rather

than Raza Black.

In this phase, all the physical and cultural manifestations

of the culture are absent, and there is a total loss of cultural

uniqueness. Some of the people may indeed identify themselves as

Mexigan% Columbians, ,Panamanians, Puerto Ricans, Argentinians, etc.,

but their identification may be seen as a quixotic one rather than

realistic since they act no different than the dominaht culture

people. Although this generalization -- like any other commentary-on

Culture is not always the case we cannot ignore the process

of acculturation and the pressures born to bear for adhereing to

standarized traditions.

The pressures of careers also make some individuals give up

their Parents and grand parents' traditions possibly because they

are time consuming; or make the offspring feel uncomfortable because

it identifies them within a cultural context whiCh is perceived as

being a limiting social role to play. The cultural chauvinism that

causes these attitudes to develop are too numerious to ment.Lon within

the context of this paper.

This. phase is the most successful in employment. They are,

by and large, the doctors, lawyers, professors, and community leaders.

12



Needless to say, there are always exceptions, but they are the

exceptions.

The transition from gemeipshaft to gejltllackaft is complete.

There are now formal boundarie, people relate predominately by

rules and regulations that lie otitside of their communities. Not

that the two earlier phases did not relate to these same sanctions,

but they did so indirectly, and, for some people, were not even

aware of them because they had spokespersons. In the gesellschaft,

there is an over-reliance on tile outside systems because, after

all, they pay Aeir salaried a5 well as offering the people the

opportunity to board the escalator towards better possibilities as

they see them:

A Causal Model for Leadership Development and Intervention

Our definition of community assumes cultural movement based

on inputs and outputs as well as structural linkages between in-

terest groups, kinship groups and economic groups. The cultural

socialization process of the Upited States is such that Raza people

are in constant friction with Sorces that serve to redefine the

cultural value base of the people.

To understand the efficacy of the second, or causal model,

it has to be understood That, traditionally, this country has

been a hostile place to subordinate groups and Social Darwinism,

Mknifest Destiny and its ilk gave credence to the melting pot that

refused to meld divergent groups. In a seminal passage Gaitano

13



Mosca

10

wrote:

In all societies that are very meagerly developed and
have attained the dawnings of civilization, down to
the most advanced and'powerful societies, two classes
of people appear -- a class that rules :-.nd a class that
is ruled. The first class, always the less numerious,
performs all political functions, monopolizes power and
anjoys the advantages that power brings, whereas the
second, the more numerious, is directed and controlled
by the first. , 8

It is within this context

continue to be disenfranchised

development and involvement of

cultural phase it finds itself

that Raza live. The communities

depending on the level of political

the particular barrio and the

in. The development, unfortunately,

has been less than enough. Our model introduces community organ-

izers acontext within which to asbess the level (or l'ack of it)

of leadership development within the barrios and the potential for

impacting social problems. The model assumes a causal relation-

ship amongsts the various stages presemed. There are two.paths,

A, the functional path and B, the dysfunctional path. The dynamics

in communities are structured within a causal framework with a

basic form of path analysis because it helps in identifying and

analyzing the cause and effect at different points and stages of

the community assessment. Blalock has written that in developing

a causal model one has to be aware because "causality can never

be verified empirically." 9 This caveat's well-heeded, for we are

not assuming that there can be an empirical verification other

than those outward manifestations of barrio cultural phases that

offer an organizer thematic control ovellhis analysis, but does

not assume a cultural steadiness within each phase, for, although

parameters have been established, they are to serve only as a

conceptual handle, and not as the qine qua non for that community.

lit
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A causal model, additionally, helps us to appreciate the dynamic

properties of a community within a closed system.

. . if one is to make headway, either in terms of

theoretical deductions or empirical tests, he must

assume that the theoretical system is closed in some

sense. it must be assumed that populations are

closed, if one wishes to use sampp or population

data for verification purposes. 4"

This closed system is not in contradiction with the three-

phase cultural dynamics. The closed community concept --sumes

that each phase may be conceptualized as having limitations that

prevent a group in a particular phase to move towards another

phase. And, since our definition of community stresses constant

change based on clusters of people around an interest and cultural

group, and since that group and time period in the community's

assessment has definite psycho-social indicators with concomitant

physical characteristics, one has to assume that those are the

community parameters for that moment in time -r thus a closed

system.

The model introduced in Figure 1 assumes that Raza communities

are closed systems that have been disenfranchised because of racism,

economic and social exploitation, elitism and xenophobia, IL, name

but a few. Depending on the particular community; different

stages take place in reaction to stimuli from within and without

the community. The6e stages may be thwarted and the cause and

effect relationship of the stages may cross over from Path A to

B and vice-versa.

Path A begins with the reality that Raza people have not only

been victims of oppression, but they have also been systematically

15
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eliminated from the mainstream of -political and economic self-

determination.

Inpact on
Social Problems

Input in Decision-
M g Arenas

Input in Social
Policy Development

[Political
Participation

Leadership
Development

I
IEmpowerment

I
Community
Sociotherapy

INo Impact on
Social Problems

Uo Imput in Decision-
Making Arenas

Ho Imput in Social
Policy Development

I

I Apathy and Political
Alienation

Lack of Leadership
1-

Powerlessness I

Disenfranchisement

Path A Path_ B

Figure 1

Leadership Development and fts Impact on Community

Social Problems 11 A Causal Nodel
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Disenfranchisement leads to community sociothfzmay. Rein

defines it as

the belief system which holds that such processes as

organizing groups for self-help, protest, access to

community facilities, or even revolution, can create a

transformation of the individual personality. Partici-

pation/in social action is viewed as a socio-therapeutic

tool.

With the advent of sociotherapy the model introduces the

variable of empowerment. Once the individual's socio-political

worth is realized, a transformation occurs whereby the cause and

effect relationship socializes him towards a sense of political

efficacy and control over his destiny. What is important to remem-

ber about this stage of the model is that the community person may

lidot have actual power but the potential is there, for empowerment

raises the person's sense of political efficacy.

Empowerment leads to leadership development.In addition to the

reauisites introduced earlier, leadership is.defined as those in-

dividuals that are most central to decision-making within the

barrio, and have the greatest impact on the resources in the community..

The resources are not only influence, but what Dahl calls pyramid-.

ing,
12 or the way Raza leadership activate their resources to bear

upon a problem area.

Leadership development is not synonymous with the next stage --

political participation. While leadership development identifies

leaders within the community, it does not assume a natural progression

towards political involvement. Political participation is seen as

a separate variable because not only personal qualities and traits,

but institutional commitment and the active participation of a larger

support system are required. 17



The Raza leader finds himself next in the imput in social

policy development stage. This is accomplished by collaborating

with concerned citizens, other leaders and politicians and a platform

is developed expressing the concerns of the barrio. This level of

imput does not necessarily have to be broad, for it is the position

of the writer that even a small effort in a particular district is

enough to begin impacting other districts, for the symbolic actions

will result in overlaps into other issue areas.

The next variable, input within a decision making arena, takes

into consideration the fact that the leader may have won an election,

been appointed to a policy-making board or commission, or, have

such a large constituency that the, non-Raza decision-makers have

to contend with this force and include him at some level of deciaion-

Making.

The final variable of Path A; impact on social problems,

assumes that after political forces, resourc,!s and power bases

have been mobilized, certain corrective steps will be taken to

alleviate the existing social injustices, be -ehey unemployment,

housing, education or 'the improper delivery of mental health services.

What has to be made clear about this causal model is that any one

element cannot occur without the preceeding variable.

Path A assumed that the social system of the barrio operates

in a functional and psychologically dynamic manner. The socialization

of one variable influences the movenent towards the next development."

And, like any dynamic system we also have to assume that there is

a possibility of the cause and effect relationships being totally

dysfunctional; one Problem will lead to another and thereby

18
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compounding he cycle which helps to maintain the disenfranchisement,

and that cause leads to powerless.less, or the inability of the

barrio, due to the many constraints, to effect any meaningful

social change as measured by lack of potential or actual power

and the control over resources.

Powerlessness leads to lack of leadership, which proceeds to

create apathy and political alienation. Apathy is especially

significant as a variable for it is here where we see the side-

effects of disenfranchisemeed and oppression. The Raza has been

cut off from traditional community institutions and expectations

in regards to quality of life. The schools, the political structure,

the social activities and even the churches have been so altered

and controlled by outside forces that they play a significant part

in the alienation of the community. Political,alientaion is the

natural extension of apathy. It is defined as the

. ..combination of several distinct-feelings: distrust
of E.,Jvernment and politicians, a sense of the meaningless-
ness of electoral politics and political choices, and
.personal powerlessness toinfluerLce or change the course of
American political life. 'T".'

Anomie, or the feeling of rootlessness and normlessneos

fied by Durkheim as being on the increase is even more pronounced

in the barrios. The Raza comes to the United States to better its

economic and social position only to find itself ostrasized by

color, accents; or the fact that they do not speak any English.

Their children are suspended from school because they do not follow

orders they cannot understand4 and are made fun of by the dominant

societies' children and adults because they eat foods that appear

19
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strange or different to the majority culture. Men and women

who worked as doctors, lawyers, bookkeepers, teachers, social

workers and skilled craftsmen find that they cannot practice

their professions because of rules and regulations that serve as

but.another gatekeeper function of the dominant society. Women

who were able, and happy, staying at home caring for their child-.

ren have been required to go to work at menial jobs to help support

a family that came to the United States because it thought it

would have an opportunity to improve its economic situation. Black

Raza children are treated poorly both by the dominad anglos and the

Afro American blacks because -.-although they may look the same --t

are culturally different. And, to further compound this problem;

fairer-skinned Raza join in on the oppression of the black Raza

especially on those occassions where economic competetion is para-

mount. The resultant anomie is deadly. Coping mechanisms /ike

drinking, drug taking and increased suicide rates are manifestations

of Raza reaction to the pain. Rhe humiliation and loss of dig-

nity is little understood by the dominant culture.

The model *assumes that after a community develops anomie it

will not be ablco have imput in social policy development or

decision-maming arenas, therefore, no impact on social problems.

A Synthesis of the Causal Model and Cultural Pgases

An organizer attempting to assess the level of consciousness

a barrio has has to deal with the correlation between the cultural

phases and the various stages of leadership development he may find

within the community, The task is further compounded when one
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realines that the causal relationships may cross from Path A

to B and back. But, an organizer coulizant of the causal relation-

ships and their inter-correlations coupled with the cultural

Phases may be able to intervene and mobilize the community from

several points: for example, the community may be assessed as

being apathe-Gic, but after interviews and observations, the organ-

izer may learn that the apathy was due to a failure in a political

effort possibly against the boar-6 of supervisors or the police

department, or, the barrio had been passed up for certain funds.

These events will be indicators to the organizer that there.exists

a leadership within the community that may be tapped at some point

in the future when intervention is more conducive to success be-

cause the organizer has helped to socialize the people against

their feelings of apathy. Likewise, the assessment of the barrio's

cultural phase will also serve as an indicator to the organizer

because it may suggest that he relate to the elders in the communi-

ty, or, because the community is at Phase II; it may be necessary

to speak to the people bilingually -:- Spanish for the older citizens

and English for ths youths. Having an appreciative posture;_the

organizer will know how and why he should respect the folk arts,

and why he possibly should not come in with a politically radical

perspective when there may be many people that are living there

illegally 'and any exposure may cause them to be deported. These

analyses of the community's' pulse-beat earn the organizer respect

and soon he will begin identifying patterns of leadership within the

community.
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Figure 2 makes some assumptions about Raza communities.

It assumes that Phase I communities because of their close ties to

their home countries will be very difficult to mobilize against

social injustice. There are a myriad of reasons for this: they

are mono-lingual and therefore easily intimidated about the idea

of dealing with English-speaking institutions, thc-1.r hearts are in

their h6me countries and they may view their tenure in the United

States as but a brief visit and therefore wish not to get involved,

or, as has been the ekperience of the writer; they are so grateful

to be in the United States that even though they are suffering

injustices -- they are willing to live with their lot for it is

Ptill better than what they experienced at home. .Phase II; bi-

lingual and bicultural transition stage assumes that there is a

definite move towards eliminating disenfranchisement and being self

determined. The cultural accomodation makes the involvements of

the people that much more comfortable, and the better employed

develop a more positive attitude towards the dominant country.

Phase III is conceptualized as being the most efficacious phase for

the mobilization of people against problem areas; although the

problems identified by the c-ganizer and the community are usually

not in the same vein. Ironically, this pliase contains the most

-number of candidates for leadership; but their socialization being

what it is, causes them to be leaders but not necessarily for the

Raza community. Their socialization has been such throughout genera-

tions possibly, that they have.a perspective that does not necessarily

focus in on the Raza. Their participation may be a purely singular

motive having very little to do with a community effort.
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Action Possibilities Between the Cultural

Phases and Path A Variables

Figure 2 should not be interpreted to suggest that only

through cultural accomodation and acculturation can Raza people

have their demands met. No. The schema shows us that the more

culturally homogenious a population is; the more difficult a time

it will have in having its grievances heard because of its limitat-

ions in knowing how to develop strategies against a dominant culture.
...

What it does say is that the community organizer -- upon identify-,
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ing the level of consciousness in the community -- can begin to

take action with those considerations in mind and, thereby, be

aware not only of the limited success of his strategies, but also

the level to which a group is willing to commit and extend itself.

One of the inexorable forces used against people of a different

color and culture in the United States is that of accomodation;

acculturation and., for the fair-skinned; assimilation. What is

ignored, and a testament to the myth of the melting pot and a re-

emphasis of cultural pluralism is the awareness that Raza people

cannot assimilitate because' of their datker skin color -- even if

they wished to.

Conclusions

It is hoped that the conceptualizations of cultural phases

and the causal model may begin to give organizers and community

social workers a perspective that will permit them to better asseSS

barrios' imputs and outputs and the most efficacious place to

develop intervention strategies. It has been established that

communities' sense of autonomy influence their consciousness and

sense of direction. The development of an analytical handle on

such Raza communities cannot but help an organizer in his assessment;

identification of leadership and their potential for impacting
air

social problem areas through viable social policies.
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